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A conflict-avoiding teacher. A take-no-prisoners PTA mom. All that pulls them together is the gardening class he’sA conflict-avoiding teacher. A take-no-prisoners PTA mom. All that pulls them together is the gardening class he’s

reluctantly teaching.reluctantly teaching.

As memories linger in the past,
so dreams stretch toward the future.

Single mom Adriana Diaz isn’t about to let the new teacher derail the PTA’s hard work in securing a greenhouse and

garden area for Bridgeview Elementary School, but taking matters into her own hands turns awkward when she

realizes her attraction to the teacher.

Pro-level conflict-avoider Myles Sheridan finds himself against an entire community with his reluctance to

incorporate gardening into his classes. The only thing that could make his situation worse is falling in love with the

ringleader, whose child is his most difficult student and whose husband had died a hero.

How can Myles compete with the man from Adriana’s memories? He’s not the material champions are made of. Or is

he?
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About the Urban Farm Fresh Christian Romance SeriesAbout the Urban Farm Fresh Christian Romance Series

0. Promise of Peppermint

1. Secrets of Sunbeams

2. Butterflies on Breezes

3. Memories of Mist

4. Wishes on Wildflowers

The Urban Farm Fresh Romance series follows the adventures, romantic and otherwise, of a group of friends in the

fictional neighborhood of Bridgeview in Spokane, Washington. A Christian romance series, these urban farming

stories explore what an urban community focused on local food might look like: raising goats, chickens, and bees in

the heart of the city while sharing in food projects and engaging in each others' lives through community gardens

and permaculture.

Each story stands alone.

While the Urban Farm Fresh Romance series shares a world and some characters from the Farm Fresh Romance

series, it stands complete in its own setting. 

The six (or more) novels in this series will release from 2016 through 2018.

Scroll up and snag your copy of MEMORIES OF MIST today!Scroll up and snag your copy of MEMORIES OF MIST today!
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